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Unit 2 – Discrete Distributions 
Practice Problems  

 
SOLUTIONS – Stata Users 

 
 

Tip!  Before you begin – Download the module probcalc: 
Step 1 - Launch Stata. 
Step 2 - In the command window, type:  ssc install probcalc         
Step 3- Recommended:  In the command window and type:  help probcalc     
 

 
 

1. Source:  Rosner B.  Fundamentals of Biostatistics, second edition.  Boston:  Duxbury Press, 1986.  
Chapter 4 problem 4.29, page 93. 
 
Suppose that the expected number of deaths due to bladder cancer for all workers at a tire plant on 
January 1, 1964 , over the next 20 years (1/1/64-12/31/83) based on US mortality rates is 1.8.  If the 
Poisson distribution is assumed to hold and there are 6 reported deaths due to bladder cancer among the 
tire workers, then how unusual is this event?  In developing your answer, compute the probability of 
exactly 6 deaths using the appropriately defined Poisson distribution model. 
 

Answer:  The likelihood of this event is .0078, representing an unlikely event  
 
. ***** probcalc p YOURMEAN exactly YOURX 
. probcalc p 1.8 exactly 6 
 
Distribution: Poisson 
mu=1.8 
option:exactly 
x=6 
P(X=6)=.00780859 
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2. Source:  Rosner B.  Fundamentals of Biostatistics, second edition.  Boston:  Duxbury Press, 1986.  
Chapter 4 problem 4.30, page 93-94. 
 
The rate of myocardial infarction (MI) in 50-59 year old disease-free women is approximately 2 per 
1000 per year or 10 per 1000 over 5 years.  Suppose that 3 MI’s are reported over 5 years among 1000 
women initially disease-free who have been taking postmenopausal hormones. 
 

          (a).  Use the binomial distribution to see if this experience represents an unusually small number of  
                events based on the overall rate.  That is, compute the probability of 3 or fewer events of MI using  
               the appropriately defined Binomial distribution model. 
 
 

Answer:   .01007 
 
. ***** probcalc b TYPENHERE TYPE_PI_HERE atmost TYPEXHERE 
. probcalc b 1000 .01 atmost 3 
 
Distribution: Binomial 
n=1000 
p= .01 
option:atmost 
x=3 
P(X=0)=.00004317 
P(X=1)=.00043607 
P(X=2)=.00220019 
P(X=3)=.00739322 
  
pmf Method 1: P(X<=3)=.01007265 
 
cdf Method 2: P(X<=3)=.01007265 
  
 

 
 
(b).  Answer exercise “a” using the Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution. 
 

Answer:   .01033 
. ***** probcalc p YOURMEAN atmost YOURX 
. probcalc p 10 atmost 3 
 
Distribution: Poisson 
mu=10 
option:atmost 
x=3 
P(X=0)=.0000454 
P(X=1)=.000454 
P(X=2)=.00227 
P(X=3)=.00756665 
  
pmf Method 1: P(X<=3)=.01033605 
cdf Method 2: P(X<=3)=.01033605 
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(c).  Compare your answers to “a” and “b”. 
 

 
The answers are similar!  The closeness of these answers is what we might expect given that the 
probability of event is small and the number of trials is large. 
 

 
 
3.         Source:  Fisher LD and Van Belle G.  Biostatistics: A Methodology for the Health Sciences. 
            New York:  Wiley, 1993.  Chapter 6 problem 5, page 232. 
 
             Smith, Delgado and Rutledge (1976) report data on ovarian carcinoma.  Individuals had different 
             numbers of courses of chemotherapy. The 5-year survival data for those with 1-4 and 10 or more 
             courses of chemotherapy are: 
 

                          Five Year Status 
Courses Dead Alive 

1-4 21 2 
> 10 2 8 

 
           Using Fisher’s Exact test, is there a statistically significant association (p<.05) in this 
                      table? In 1-2 sentences, write a clear interpretation of your hypothesis test. 
 
           

Answer:  The null hypothesis of “no association of number of courses of chemotherapy 
                with 5-year survival” is rejected (assumption of the null hypothesis and its 
                application to the data has led to a highly unlikely result; p-value << .0001). 
                Examination of the data suggests > 10 courses of chemotherapy, relative to 
                1-4 courses is associated with improved survival at 5-years  
 
.* In Stata, use the command tabi 
.* Follow it with the cell frequencies, row by row, separated by slash.  
.* Then use the option exact.  In this example: 
. tabi 21 2 \ 2 8 , exact 
 
           |          col 
       row |         1          2 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |        21          2 |        23  
         2 |         2          8 |        10  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |        23         10 |        33          Dear reader: 
                                                       When p-value = 0   
           Fisher's exact =                 0.000      the convention is to    
       1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.000      say p-value << .0001 
 

 
 


